The Radiology Academies: 10 years’ Experience – Lessons Learned and Messages for the Future:


Programme

10.00: Registration and Coffee

10.15: Introduction: Dr William Ramsden

10:20: Opening Address: Dr Giles Maskell

10:30: The Academies and Radiology integrated training initiative - concept and development: Dr Dick Fowler

11.00: Training in The Leeds and West Yorkshire Radiology Academy: Dr William Ramsden

11.30: Coffee

11.50: The Norwich Radiology Academy; starting up: Dr Stuart Williams

12.20: Training in The Peninsula Radiology Academy: Dr William Mukonoweshuro

12.50: Lunch

13.30: Academies and the national strategy for diagnostics: Professor Erika Denton

14:00: Norwich – The academy advantage: Dr John Curtin

14.30: Peninsula Academy – A trainee perspective:

15.00: Tea

15.20: Ultrasound training: A structured team approach: Mrs Jane Smith & Mrs Terry Humphrey

15.50: Lessons learned and optimising training in future: Dr Caroline Rubin and Mr Joe Booth

16.20: Closing Remarks

16.30: End of Meeting
RADIOLOGY ACADEMIES 10TH ANNIVERSARY MEETING

Organiser: Dr William Ramsden

Wednesday 20th May 2015, Leeds Radiology Academy,  
B Floor, Clarendon Wing,  
Leeds, LS1 3EX.

CDP Points Applied for

APPLICATION FORM

Please note that registration is free and lunch will be provided

TITLE: SURNAME: FORENAME(s):

MAILING ADDRESS:

POSTCODE:

EMAIL ADDRESS

TELEPHONE (preferably mobile):

BASE HOSPITAL: GRADE:

SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS:

Please ensure you have completed all appropriate sections and return this form to:

Miss Freya Johnson/Miss Jane Kaye  Miss Freya Johnson
West Yorkshire Radiology Academy  Telephone: 0113 - 3925816
B Floor  Email: freyajohnson@nhs.net
Clarendon Wing
Leeds General Infirmary
Leeds
West Yorkshire
LS1 3EX

Miss Jane Kaye  Telephone: 0113 - 3926035
Email: jane.kaye4@nhs.net